Vacations in Saint-Petersburg 5 days / 4 nights
We invite the young travelers to get acquainted with one of the most beautiful cities in the world
and not only to see the main attractions of Saint-Petersburg, but also have fun with their agemates enjoying carting and laser tag game.
The program is aimed for school students and foremost for the children of officers killed on duty.
Day 1.
Arrival
Check-in
Dinner at the hotel
Day 2.
Breakfast at the hotel.
Orientation city tour with photo stops at Admiralty, St. Isaac’s Square, Bronze Horseman
monument, Spit of Vasilievsky Island, legendary Aurora cruiser. Visit to Peter Paul Fortress – the
heart and the first building of the city.
Lunch
Visit to the celebrated Hermitage Museum with one on the world largest art collections.
Neva river and canals cruise.
Return to the hotel. Dinner at the hotel.
Day 3.
Breakfast at the hotel.
Visit to the Artillery Museum. The Military-Historical Museum of Engineer and Signal Corps is
now one of the most significant military-historical museums in the world displaying an enormous
collection of arms and heavy artillery from the Middle Ages to the present day. The museum is a
great place to visit for kids and the youngsters, who will love the open-air exhibition of artillery
and missile launchers in the museum's courtyard.
Lunch
Departure for the laser tag game. The game lasts 2 hours and takes place either at indoor ground
or at the outdoor polygon private for the group.
Return to the hotel. Dinner at the hotel.
Day 4.
Breakfast at the hotel.
Departure to Peterhof by Hydrofoil for visit to the famous Peterhof park often referred to as "the
Russian Versailles" due to its 191 fountains.
Lunch
Return to the city by bus and proceed for go-cart races.

Return to the hotel. Dinner at the hotel.
Day 5.
Breakfast at the hotel.
Check out.
Departure transfer.
* Travel agency reserves the right to change the order of the excursion program without reduce its volume.

Prices for the tour per person, in Euro:
485 Euro based on 3* hotel accommodation (“Okhtinskaya” hotel or similar)
535 Euro based on 4* hotel accommodation (“Gayot” hotel or similar)
* Rates are valid for the group from 20 pax (+2 chaperons FOC) for DBL accommodation
*Rates are not valid for the period of Saint Petersburg International Economic Forum 03-06.06
and Euro 2020 12.06 – 03.07
The tour includes:
-

Arrival and departure guided transfers;
Accommodation with breakfast at the hotel;
Private transport and professional guide assistance on the program;
Entrance tickets to museums (Peter & Paul Fortress, Hermitage Museum, Artillery
Museum, Peterhof Lower park);
Tickets for the Hydrofoil 1 way St. Petersburg – Peterhof;
2 hours laser tag game, including equipment and instructor assistance;
Go-cart race;
3 lunches, 4 dinners
Visa support

*Rates are net and subject to reconfirmation

